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 English I Summer Reading 

Assignment  

 

Welcome to Freshmen English! This summer, you will read two books:  

• Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli 

• A free read book of your choice that abides by the guidelines below 

Your free read should be a book that you have not read before and one that is appropriate to a freshman reading 

level. You must choose a book that has not been made into a movie, and/or a movie of it will not be 

released prior to the start of school.  

In addition to reading these books, you will complete a dialectical journal assignment that will be due the first 

day of class. We will have an in-class timed writing exam the week we return from summer over your novel.  

Dialectical Journal Instructions for Stargirl 

A dialectical journal is a conversation between you and what you are reading. With a dialectical journal, you are 

recording your thoughts.  

You will choose 6 different passages and respond to each passage. You may choose these passages because they 

are interesting or significant to the plot, they contain beautiful or figurative language, or they are confusing and 

you are not sure what the language means. You may even want to choose passages that contain literary devices 

such as foreshadowing, characterization, setting, etc.  

Then, you will respond to the passage in your own words, commenting on its importance to the plot, discussing 

its literary significance, or conjecturing about what the passage is saying. Your analysis should be at least 5 

complete sentences for each passage.  

You will have 6 dialectical journal entries total.  

Format your entries like the example below: 

Dialectical Journal #1 

Passage Analysis 

“It does not do to dwell on dreams and 

forget to live.” – Albus Dumbledore, page 

401 

I chose this sentence because this is an important 

demonstration of Dumbledore’s wisdom. He is Harry’s mentor 

and role model, and this is an example of him giving Harry 

advice. Specifically, Dumbledore is encouraging Harry to 

remember to stay present and enjoy the life he has rather than 

spend all his time thinking about the past. Harry has 

discovered the Mirror of Erised and he sees his parents, who 

have passed away and whom he never met. Dumbledore is 

cautioning Harry to live his life fully and not waste time 

wishing for things that can’t come true.  

 

You should type your dialectical journal entries. Each should be numbered and labeled clearly. Be sure 

you include the title and author of your book on the first page of the assignment. Do not wait until the last 

minute, and be sure that the analysis is yours and not that of anyone or anything else.  

Two of your dialectical journal entries should be chosen because they apply to your spiritual relationship with 

the Lord. The passage you choose should have some sort of connection to your walk with or relationship with 
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the Lord. Your analysis, therefore, should be some insight into the Lord’s character, an application to your 

current situation in life, something you learn and can relate to Scripture, etc.  

 

 

 

Questions for your book of choice 

For your book of choice, select four of the following questions to answer. Be sure to answer in complete 

sentences, paragraph style. Copy and paste the questions on your word documents. Questions and answers will 

be due the first day of school. Your free read should be a book that you have not read before and one that is 

appropriate to a freshman reading level. You must choose a book that has not been made into a movie, 

and/or a movie of it will not be released prior to the start of school. 

Questions:  

1. What is the most important sentence in this text? Why?  

2. How was the author’s use of diction relevant to the overall theme or focus of the text? Choose examples 

and explain your reasoning.  

3. How does the tone affect your interpretation or relate to the overall theme of the text? Explain your 

answer with specific details. 

4. Choose 2-3 examples of figurative language utilized in the text. How does this affect the overall mood 

of the passage? Explain your answer.   

5.  How does the author use conflict to drive the plot of the story? Explain your interpretation.  

6. After reading the excerpt(s), infer the narrator. Be specific in his/her relationship to the setting. Explain 

your answer.    

7. Consider texts you’ve read before Choose one narrative element that is similar in both works. In your 

opinion, what about both works makes them related? Explain your answer. 

8. What does the author not say or imply in the text that you feel should be included, or that you would like 

to know?  Explain your answer  

9.  **Based on your reading, what would you infer is a possible theme of this text? Why? Explain your 

answer using specific details from the text.  

10. What are the main points of this text? Justify your answers.  

11. Every author has their own style of writing. For example, John Green writes very differently than J.K 

Rowling or the author of the book you read. How would you describe the author’s style? What did you 

like about their writing style and what did you not like? Be specific and answer in 2-3 sentences. 

Your answers to the above questions are due the first week of school. 
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See you in August! ☺ 


